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Mayor Discusses Fair Problems
By STEVE SIFFERMAN
ODea High, Seattle
Seattle Mayor Gordon S. Clinton yesterday
gave his opinionon several problems connected
with the Seattle World's Fair.
In an exclusive" Student Prints interview,
the mayor said a major problem was the traffic problem certain to be created by visitors.
Many people seem to believe that Seattle simply will not be able to handle the vast number
of automobiles soon to be streaming into our
city. Some feel, Mr. Clinton said, that with
approximately one million tourists entering
Seattle each month of the fair, congestion will
be extreme.
MAYOR CLINTON stated that city officials
anticipated the traffic problem and have been
taking steps to prevent difficulties. The local
people are being urged to leave their cars at
homeand touse public transportation facilities.
Accordingly, the Seattle Transit System will
be adding more coaches to routes whenever
necessary. With Seattleites riding buses, the
mayor feels that the visitors will be able to
drive to the fairgroundsmuch easier.
The Expo-Lodgingorganizationis settingup
a public relations bureau. People traveling to

Northwest Catholic

Student Prints photo by John Hew

SCIENCE ARCHES: Surpassed only by the Space Needle

height, arches of the U.S. Science Pavilion keep a
tinel watch over Century 21.

t

Student

Former Nazi Base
Isle
Now Tourist
—

Courtesy UnitedPress International
(UPI) The tiny island of Helgoland, once a base
Hitler's vicious submarine wolf packs, today is a thriving
rist center.
The former fortress, situated in the North Sea 50 miles off
the German coast and only a square mile in area, last year
400,000 visitors.
Helgoland was always of military value because of its stragic commandof North Sea shipping routes. Hitler turned the
landinto an almostimpregnable submarinebase.
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THE PENS withstoodalliedbombing and only after the war
the British able to blow them up. Today the island is com-
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By LINDA SIMS
Aquinas Tacoma
etely de-militarized.
"I'm a strong advocate
From 1945 to 1952 Britain used the island— after evacuating of iederal aid to education.
;2,500 inhabitants— as a bomb practice site.
Britain turned Helgoland back to Germany March 1, 1902. I'd like to see legislation
imediately its reconstruction began. So far the Bonn govern- concerning this issue
ent and the state of Schleswig-Holsteinhave spent $32.5 mil- passed as soon as possible,"
lion on building houses for Helgolanders and tourist facilities said Governor Albert D.
1
visitors.
Rosellini in an interview
year's
end
at
yesterday at the state capcompleteby
be
REBUILDING IS scheduled to
total cost of $37.5 million. Helgoland will then have 589 ital.
The governor told reporters
Helgoland's history is as stormy as the gales and high seas
Aquinas Academy,St. Jofrom
1807,
700
A.D.
until
it
long.
From
ich batter it half the year
seph's
Academy, and Gonzaga
capturedit
and used it as a
onged to Denmark. Then England
Prep that he feels a legislative
uggling center against Napoleon.
program which included aid for
England gave it to Germay in 1870 in exchange for the Afriprivate and parochial schools
wanting
good
reason for
lisland of Zanzibar. Germany had
"could not be passed in Conlgoland as proven by the two world wars.
gress at the present time." He
evacuand,
Helgoland
back
after
the
British
took
1945,
In
does feel, however, that some
ng the islanders,used it as a bombing target.
degree of federal aid will be
TWO HEIDELBERG students launched in 1951 a campaign "ultimately necessary."
motorboat
They
hired
a
small
Germany.
Helgoland
to
to return
and after a perilous trip through a violent storm reached HelgoGOVERNOR ROSELLINI
land and hoisted the German flag.
voiced a strong "no" in regard
politely
were
then
for
one
week
and
They held the island
to proposals for a twelvebut firmly removed by British officers. But the action caught month school year.He believes
attention and on March 1, 1952, Britain gave in and that a ten-month year would
urned it.
be suitable, but that some
Since then more than two million tourists have visited Helgo- break is necessary.
steam
swimming
pool,
sauna
land which boasts a sea-water
"Growing young people need
bath, dance halland an invigoratingclimate.
time for recreation as well as
education. Summer jobs and
travel add to the development
of the student and are a form
of education in themselves,"
commented the governor.
Asked if his proposed budget
cuts will affect youth programs
in state institutions, the governor replied, "I will not permit any youth programs to
suffer under any circum-
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stances."
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High Schools

Governor Favors Federal Aid
'Vetoes' 12-Month School Year
—

?re

I

Seattle will be able to phone ahead to this
bureau and inquire about hotel and motel accommodations. Also, a "Sigalert"program will
broadcast traffic conditions throughout the
area.
ASKED HIS views on the crime situation,
Mr. Clinton replied that the Seattle Police Department "is geared to meet any threatened
crime situation." He said there will be "no toleration at all" of illegal practices in this city.
The mayor felt that the Police Department has
taken a clear stand on this issue.
Recently, some 8,100 tenants have been
evicted from various Seattle hotels. Mayor
Clinton, in conjunction with the Expo-Lodging
Committee and city officials, has proposed a
plan of action to be directed against these unfair practices. This plan recommended legislation directed against hotel owners guilty of
evictions.
ALSO DISCUSSED were the tremendous
new business advantages open to Seattle as a
result of the fair. Mr. Clinton feels that "this
is a great opportunity for us." He said that
the fair will attract reputable companies together with "the right kind of people."

IN ORDER TO MEET adequately the increasing enrollment at state universities,
Rosellini stated that his Legislative Committee on Higher
Education is studying the future needs of the state's two
universities and three colleges.
He thinks it may be necessary for the state to build a
third or perhaps several junior
colleges in the near future.
Speaking of Seattle's soonPhoto Courtesy United Press International
Century 21Exposition,
RECOGNIZE HIM? If you reconize this animal, the to-open
governor said, "Ithink the
experts at the San Diego zoo would appreciate your help the
fair will be the greatest thing
in identifying him. Wilfred, who resembles a civet cat, that's happened to the state of
Washington.
a genet, and a mongoose, is a gift from Borneo.

Student Prints photo by Patricia Yeayer, Serra Catholic, Salem

STATE EXECUTIVE— Governor Albert D. Rosellini discusses past and future legislation concerning the youth
of the state during an exclusive interview with three Student Prints reporters, (1. to r.) Don Barbieri, Gonzaga
Prep, Spokane; Linda Sime, Aquinas, Tacoma; and Carolyn Sevigny, St. Joseph Academy, Yakima.

Archbishop Encourages
Delegates at Workshop
By THERESA FERGUSON, Holy Angels High
and KAREN WILD, St. Mary's Academy
"I encourage you, and Ithink what you are doing is extremely important in the spread of Catholic truth." This was
the message of Archbishop Thomas A. Connolly of Seattle to
the 141 high school delegates of the Northwest Catholic Press
Workshop.
His Excellency stressed the need for capable Catholic youth
in every phase of communications. The greater the Catholic
press the better is its capacity to disseminate truth. "Shallow
and superficial judgments "induced by the decline of morality
were noted by the Archbishop as a sad note of American journalism. The Catholic press can do much to correct this through
well-grounded moral principles.
HE EMPHASIZED the importance of informed Catholic
journalists in combatting modern notions that morality is determinedby fads and fashions of the times.
Moral positivism holds that right and wrongare determined
merely by custom or positive law. But morality has its roots in
something far more stable and fundamental. It is based on the
unchangeable nature of man and the eternal law of God. The
privilege and challenge of today's Catholic journalist is to uphold this basis of morality and mold it to the effective norm of
society's conduct.
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Minor Violations 1st Target of Police
By BART CHIOTTI
Central Catholic High
Portland
There are two major divisions of offenses in juvenile delinquency, according
to Lieutenant Gustin,of the
Seattle Police Department.

The first division includes
such as homicides, rape, and theft of S5O
and over. The second division
crimes.
is comprised of lesser DepartThe Seattle Police
ment tries to put more emphasis on these minor violations.
In this way they have a better
chance of preventing major
crimes in the future.
THE SEATTLE POLICE Department used a preventative
type of program. Rehabilitation is left up to the juvenile
courts. Nineteen men, a lieutenant, a sergeant, a clerk, and
16 policemen specialize in juvenile offenses. This number is
sufficient for the job they do
Gustin said.
The control curfew, petty
theft, and all those lesser offenses will help to diminish
trouble in the future.
The offenses committed by
boys and girls are in the ratio
of three to one. Gustin said.
Statistics in 1960 show that
the rate of delinquency in Seattle is a little lower than the
rest of the country.
HE ALSO SAID that the juvenile delinquency rate is increasing at about four times
the rate of increase of the population, both in Seattle and the

major crimes

Why a Catholic Education?
Priest Gives Four Reasons
By KATHY BEYER, Mt. Angel, Mt. Angel, Ore,

Why a Catholic University? Not one but four reasons
were advanced by Father Armond Nigro,S.J., a professor
of philosophy and a Sodality moderator at Seattle Uni-'

versity.
"TheCatholic college enables
us to achieve the overall purposesof education," stated Father. "Educationis the perfecting —of the whole human being
physically, emotionally,
intellectually,morally, socially,
esthetically, and supernaturally, in order that he mayachieve
his ultimate end."
FATHER emphasized one
major reason for attending a
Catholic college: Students
achieve—an integrated view of
reality an integration of all
their learning through reason
and faith."
Secondly, Father stated.
"Since most of our men and
women are going to marry and
found families, a Catholic education offers the best preparation for a happy and holy marElissondoberry
-photo
by
Toni
Student Prints
riage."
delinquency
juvenile
POLICE TACTICS in dealing with
IN HIS WAY those who plan
are directed at crime prevention. Shown are Lt. Thomas a vocation in marriage will
Gustin, (seated) and Leo Berman of the Seattle Police
Department.
nation.

The cause of juvenile delin-

quency can not be put into a
specific classification. There
are different causes for differ-

ent people. Environment alone
cannot be named as the cause
for all delinquency, Gustin said.
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A protective point of view is
used in relation to the juvenile
question by the police, he
stated. The ideal situation is to
start on the small problems. If
these are emphasized there will
be less trouble in the future.
THE STEALING OF A bicycle is among the minor offenses. If a boy or girl is repremanded as severely as possible for this, they will probably
not graduate to car theft, robbery, and other serious offenses.

meet students of their own
faith who share their own
ideals, and thus avoid dangers

otherwise found in mixedmar-

riages.

"A Catholic university has
a more dedicated faculty. We
are at the service of our students in our Catholic colleges.
Moreover, a unique opportunity of growing in union with
Christ exists, since the whole
life on campus is Christ-centered.
AS HIS concluding reason,
Father stated, "A Catholic education offers the best opportunities for Catholic men and
women to understand and respond to their important commission from Christ
to be
intelligent and dedicated apostles, Christianizersof their environment and effective bearers
of His life to other men.

—

College Not For All,
Fr. Lemieux Declares
By PEGGY HAGEN
Forest Ridge, Seattle
Not everyone should go to college!

With the influx of students who will fill our universities in 1964, according to the Very Rev. A. A.
Lemieux, S.J., president of S.U., the college entrance
question is more important than ever before.

Statistics show that only 40 per cent of the college students
in the United States graduate. In Fr. Lemieux's opinion,it is
the remaining 60 per cent which need and are not receiving
necessary secondary training.
REASONS FOR DROP-OUTS vary from financial difficulties to immaturity and improper motivation. A number of
women enter college with no graduation plans and thus hamper
a four-year college program.
By ALTHEA CRESS
Other students withdraw from school and start working
Marycrest High School
without adequate preparation.
Portland
Apart from those wholack the maturity .finances, or motivaConvent, Seattle.
tf IMI
and
there is a group which simply is not psychologically or
tion,
Angels,
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Seattle.
Holy
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train and developindividuals. "The mindis man's highest gift."
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complete
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Program Emphasizes
Integrated Thought'

,

Selective Service Board Worker
Advises Male Students on Draft

.
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Century 21 Exposition to Feature

Displays From Around the World
By

JACWEHAYES

St. 'i hr resit >, BoLse
Century 2.1 Exposition,
built at a cost of $80 mil-

will open April 21,

lion,

1962.

Complete, the boulevards of
this fair will contain a com-

munity center for Seattle, displays from over 40 foreign

countries, commercial exhibits,

and concessions.
Forming the new center will
be the Space Needle, the Fine
Arts Pavilion, the Performing
Arts Pavilion and the Stadium.
This will be the largest such
center in theNorthwest.
COUNTRIES FROM all over
the world have shipped their
contributions to the fai r.
France has the largest exhibits
of any foreign country.
Twenty-six African nations are
represented by a single exhibit.
Yugoslavia represents the
Communist bloc.
Commercial exhibits are
found in all areas of the fair.
National Cash Register occupies the largest area in the
Building of Commerce and Industry. Living trees are the
walls of the 1.8.M. building.
Nalley's building designed by
Paul Thiry has a shape which
is as yet unnamed.
Vogue magazine is sponsoring daily fashion shows. The
fashions will be modeled on
lily pads in 4.500 gallons of
perfumed water.
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Pertness, Personality
Recipe for C-21 Guide

By MARY BUENNAGEL
Ht. Mary's Academy,WinJock, Wash
What is the recipe for a World's Fair employee? Take one
young woman, add a dash of attractiveness, personality and
pertness, and mix thoroughly with sparkling blue eyes and short
copper-brown hair. Result: Kathleen Baginski, blue-uniformed
Science demonstrator.
Kathy is one of the 40 girls who will act as narrators and
demonstrators in the U.S. Science Pavilion. A native of Centralia, Wash., she has been in training since January 22. For
the first few weeks her course included lectures, and general
reading in such subjects as biology, chemistry, physics and
psychology.

—

VIEW FROMTHE NEEDLE shows downtown Seattle and
the waterfront area. The tower-top restaurant will revolve slowly while customers dine.

SHE THEN began working in the laboratory among other
things, dissecting crabs, making slides of bacteria, and learning
to use the electron microscope.
At present she also practices exercises in speech, contemporary dance and application of make-up. During the interview
Kathy laughingly remarked that she "still has to take tests."
Her work, which begins at 8:30 a.m. and ends at 5 p.m.,
demands a great deal of her time and energy. However, she
finds it "different, exciting and glamorous." When asked what
she liked best about her position, she replied that "meeting
people" was the thing that she enjoyed most.
Kathy, a sophomore from Centralia Junior College, is a
biology major, but she is still "up in the air" in respect to the
exact field she would like to enter. She said that she is delighted
to have the opportunity to work and study at the Fair, for she
is obtaining a good background in many sciences while increasing her biologicalknowledge.

Automats appear in every area
of the fair.
Contrasting to the futuristic
theme of the fair is a provencial snackbar, a remmant of
the Brussels World Fair.

ESPECIALLY interesting to press conference delegates is
the fact that Kathy was editor of the Centralia high school
paper, "Crimson and Grey." She mentioned that she had "always wanted to do an interview but had never had the chance."
She completed an interesting and enjoyable conference by
taking her questioners on a personal tour of the Science Pavilion.

Student Prints photo by Harry Wildgen, Seattle Prep

AN INTERNATIONAL
flavor is carried over into the
concessions. Hamburger stands
and German beer gardens are
found in the same vicinity.

Needle Guards City Public Opinion Concerning C-21 Monorail
—
Varies from Pleasing to Most Disappointing
"

ADRIAN MONTBROIJSSES, Aquinas Academy, Tacoma
"Wondtriul! I'm glad Igot to see it before I
grew too old."
"The view from here opens the eyes of the people to scenery
they have never been able to notice. It's even more distinctive
i
than New York City."
By KURT HUTTON
These comments are typical of the Needle. There are 832
Jesuit High School
of the many people who have stairs and the walk takes apPortland
visited the Space Needle.
proximately 15 minutes. The
It will be a permanent fea- stairs will not be in use during
"Disappointing" was the
ture of the Seattle skyline, ac- the fair, but will serve as an
way several unhappy, if not
cording to Mr. Todd Wakefield, emergencyexit.
the
manager
of
Neeassistant
THE FOUNDATION for the irate,people described their
dle.
Needle, which has been open jaunt on Seattle's Monorail
THE SPACE NEEDLE is for two weeks, was poured in yesterday.
606 feet high with an observa- April, 1961. Though many peoA Grandview, Wash., man,
tionplatform 530 feet from the ple fear that the Needle will
ground. The platform and re- not be finished by April 21, Mr. D. C. Golladay, said the
volving restaurant above are when the Fair opens, officials Monorail he rode Friday was
from the
serviced by three elevators. and attendants are confident entirely different
Monorail he imagined ThursThe trip takes 50 seconds as- that it will be complete.
cending and 43 descending.
The needle was designed by day. Mr. Golladay felt it was a
At present, the platform and John Graham and constructed rough, slow ride, jarring pasrestaurant can also be reached by the Howard S. Wright Con- sengers even at its creeping
pace.
by stairs located in the center struction Company.
By
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THIS SAME Monorail was
built to be smooth and swift,
and, in his opinion, accomplished neither of these objectives.
Mrs. Ben Etsekson, a Tacoma resident, agreed with Mr.
Golladay's statement. She added that this problem might be
resolved by engineers assigned
to smooth out the progress of
the vehicle.
She said that the brevity of
the ride was its most discouraging element, and that her
grandchildren,
accompanying
'her on the trip, were more
pleased with the escalators up
to the platform than with the
vehicleitself.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gilbert,
visitors from Torrence, Calif.,
think the Monorail, despite its
"bugs" at present, is a practical and beneficial contribution to Seattle's transportation

Student Prints Photo by George Welter, St. Boniface
STUDENT PRINTS REPORTERS Kurt Hutton and Lynn
McCarthy interview monorail passengers. They found
that opinions of the overhead transit varied widely.

By LYNX McCARTHY
Yakinia CentralCatholic
The Monorail, connecting the
Seattle World's Fair with the
downtown section of the city
caused little excitement among
those who rode it yesterday.
What are some of their opinions?
The people in general have
built a magnificent conception
of what the actual ride would
be like. They anticipated a
system.
thrill comparable to that of a
They hope that Seattle's roller coaster, but instead were
Monorail will be an example transported safely, quickly, and
which other cities with mass quietly to the site of the
transit problems will follow.
World's Fair. However, as a
On the other hand, a student method of transportation the
from Garfield High, Mary Du- adults highly approved and
rant, thought the Monorail feel that it will help solve the
wouldnot solve the dilemmaas traffic problem.
well as Fajr pffjcials stated.
ONE DECI.AREP that "ridWhat's the old cliche about
there being "two sides to ev- ing above the city in perfect
comfort without the noisy
ery ."

..

sounds of city traffic" was really wonderful.
"Gee, it isn't as scary as I
thought it would be," exclaimed one child and many similar
remarks followed. Used to the
thrill of jet speeds, these children found their ride on the
Monorail dull in comparison.

A REMARK made about the
prices at the coming Fair seemed to cause more excitement

than the ride itself. "I've heard
about the outrageous prices,
are they really true?" a woman
askod.
The Monorail itself was constructed in West Germany and
the tracks were made in Tacoma and then transported to
Seattle. After the Fair the
Monorail will undoubtedly remain in the area as a means of
rapid transportation.
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Workshop Journalists Strive To

24 schools

141 delegates
StudentPrints photo by JOHNSINNAlt
"THE THINKERS." Richard Houser, left, of ODea and
Robert Dawdy,right, of Central Catholic,Yakima, ponder
over the problems of sports writing.

Deadline Met -Student Prints To Pi

Saturday, April 7, 1962

STUDENT PRINTS

To Meet 24 Hour Deadline

Press Workshop

Seattle U.—1962
rints photo by JOHN SINN AII
Houser, left, of ODea and

il Catholic, Yakima,ponder
ting.

—
To Press Workshop Success
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Editorial:

Preston Tells
About Africa

Price -Gouging Affects All
City's Reputation to Suffer

By JOHN WILSON
Sem HighSchool

Salem

—
"Dire poverty something
—
you couldn't imagine something you wouldn't believe until you saw it." Thus spoke Jim
Preston, a basketball player at
S.U. and a member of "Opera-

ficient notice before eviction.
A month would allow tenants
to search for housing else-

THERESA PAGNI
Holy Names, Seattle
JOE MAGNANO
Seattle Prep, Seattle
KAREN MACKIE

where.

Finally, consider that the
reputation of Seattle has been
charged, unfairly or not, with
an anxiety complex involving
a fast dollar. This image of
Seattle has been published internationally in magazines,
newspapers, and periodicals.
Price-gouging, to some extent, will lessen our influx of
sons.
tourists in the future and will
First, the agedmust struggle probably stunt Seattle's busito meet the unreasonable de- ness growth. It may be that the
mands of apartment and hotel beauty of the Pacific Northmanagers who hike prices and west could attract millions, but
present unexpected eviction will it, if the price-gouging

St. Boniface, Sublimity, Ore.
Seattlites are not discussing
whether the Space Needle will
be Seattle's answer to
— theleaning Tower of Pisa they are
more concerned with pricegouging.
We feel that price-gouging
is unethical for three basic rea-

tions Crossroads."
"Operations Crossroads" is a
Student Prints cartoon by Tim Crowder

Sodality Organization
Promotes Leadership

By KATHY BEYER, Mt. Angel,Mt. Angel, Ore.
BART CHIOTTI, Central Catholic, Portland, Ore
An attempt to cultivate the qualities of leadership
and apply them to the lay person's life; this is the pur-

continues?
If Seattle's own folks are pose of the "Leadership Program," one of the many
WHERE IS THE older gener- clamoring about these internal organizations of the S.U. Sodality, according to Dick
ation to turn? When an oldster problems, what will visitors

notices.

to meet
is evicted, he may have
— -without
many new expenses
— perhaps
sufficient revenue
She cost of a moving van. Also,
how would older people get
transportation to go out and

find another apartment?
When a person reaches the
age of retirement, he should be
able to live in a sense of security, instead of beng forced to
search for housing.
Our second reason is that
managers have not given suf-

think of our "fair city?" Seattle's citizens have voiced numerous objections to city officials, but so far, they have
found no solution.
We must realize that the
World's Fair will give us the
chance torebuild a good image.
In this half-year, Seattle
could make or break the destiny of our great Northwest.
Visitors are knocking at our
door— will we receive them cordially? . .

Otto, Sodality prefect.

Knowing one's goal and
working for it are essential
parts of leadership. At the
present time there are 14 leadership groups. Some of the
projects they have participated
in are a rummage sale and the
study of Communist tactics.
DICK POINTED out that in
the leadershipprogram all nonCatholics are welcome, although they may not hold a
group office.

Co-eds Sum Up College Fashions as Natural, Continental
PATRICIA PARKS
St. Marys Portland
MIKE GLADYCfI

SeattlePrep
Fresh, natural— this is the
college-girllook in fashions, in
makeup.
According to Kristan Jacobson, voted best-dressed girl at
S.U., a college wardrobe is
more individual,moreconservative, and less susceptible to
fads than high school dress.
The fallacy among high
Mhool students, Kristan noted,
is the necessity of having a

complete new wardrobe when
starting college. Kristan stressed that much that is worn in
high school is adaptable to
college life.
CLOTHES WORN in college
depend on the geographicallocation of the school, the climate and local customs. Other

influences on

clothing

are a

city or country campus, a private or public school.
Kristan pointedout that girls
entering college should have a
basic wardrobe. Clothes must
be of good quality, but not expensive. They should be simple,
not highly

sophisticated or ex-

otic.

Student Prints photo by Linda TAberto
Necessities of a wardrobe inmodeled by two S.U. students,
clude a good basic coat, a suit COLLEGE FASHIONS are
or wool dress which may be Kristan Jacobson and Stephen Kunath. Both agree that
dressed up or down, and an many campus fashions are simply a carry-over from
afternoondress.
high school.
Formals are not worn at colafter-five,
or
cocklege and an
High school boys know that in class? Steve said the basic
tail dress is much more suitable and useful. Co-ordinates one of the hardest problems choice should include casual
are a wise in%-estment because to face in planning to go— to clothes— "button down" collarsport shirts, slacks, and bagthey can be mixed or matched college
is "what to wear" a ed
sweaters.
gy
to create new outfits.
fear that strikes at every male
" FINALLY, THE well-dressed high
does have its
campus —
The
schoolheart.
special
Continental
fads
college girl dees not wear cutMIDST of desperate everything!Loafers that match
INTHE
sweatshirts.
She
jeans
off
and
mental bag-packing, this repor- the belt! And, of course, the
wears capris and bermudas
ter chatted with Stephen Kun- black umbrella.
neat and smart sports clothes. ath, a junior at Seattle UniverON THE WHOLE first consity, over coffee at the campus sider the campus and its lorole
major
a
plays
Fashion
Chieftain.
cation before choosing college
in the campus life even for a
Most of a college man's clothes. See "what the other
college man. For instance, no
are wearing" before buyS. U. male student would be clothing is "simply a carry- boysextras,
and hunt for a good
ing
school."
Does
high
from
caught without his black um- over
clothing
store.
jeans
this mean
or tennis shoes local
brella.

"

—

During their weekly meetings, members discuss the
meanings and truths of faith,
the quality of leadership and
the apostolic project for that
week.

group of young students who
travel through Africa talking
to the inhabitants to see how
they live. Preston talked to
various leaders of young people's groups and worked with

them.
HE TRAVELED with about
200 students from the U. S. and
Canada, after becoming interested in the project while talking to Rev. James Robinson,
pastor of the Church of Masters in New York. Rev. Robinson organized "Operations
Crossroads" in 1958 under the
guidance of Chester Bowles,
now with the U. S. State Department.

ALTHOUGH MANY are illiterate, they have a great interest in education, and they
hope to attain a higher educational system in the near fu-

A SUBJECT of a recent So- ture.
dality convention at S.U. was
Preston visited Nigeria.Ethithe possibility of adapting a opia, Kenya and Uganda and
similar program to high school tabbed Nigeria as the most adsodalities. Dick said that this vanced. England set up a sound
ideahas a good chance for suc- administration to control the
cess. The high school students' millions of people in Nigeria.
character is easily formed and Private industry from the
these young people can be United States has a definite
foothold there.
shaped into great leaders.

Chaplain Analyzes Maturity
PAT McCAKTHY,St. Leo'sHish, Tacoma

What is the main problem facing a student trying to
adjust to college life? Gaining a proper set of attitudes,
is the answer of Fr. Louis A. Sauvain, S.J., S. U. student
chaplain.
The student must learn to
Rub a Dub Tub
put first tilings first. The

S.U. Co-eds Boast
Giant Sized Tub
BY CLAIRE VVILDGEN

main purpose of college is getting an education, not reaching
the highest st-?p on the social
ladder, Father stated.

"ENTERING THE ADULT
claim
world
is difficult for a student
people
can
many
How
a T-3 by 3'/2 foot bathtub? not accustomed to accepting
Probably not too many, but responsibility," he added. If a
the girls at McHugh Hall,
is going to panic everysophomore women's residence student
time
to think something
he
has
dormitory can.
himself,
for
he will never
out
Their novel tub was custom
to make a success of
made for Alfred H. Anderson, be able
the wealthy lumberman who his college years."
The freshman must learn to
built the three-story house. He
stood 6 feet 6 inches and be objective rather than subjective, Father commented.
weighed close to 300 pounds.
Thus he will be able to see
THE BATHTUB is surround- what is best ratherthan easiest
ed by marble walls and set on for him.
a mosaic floor.The cost of this
"IF A STUDENT IS TO SUCelaborate room was $17,000.
When the last of the Ander- CEED he must be humble
sons died in 1940, Dr. O. A. enough to seek counsel when
Nelson bought the adjacent ho needs it; not pretend he has
stables and the coachman's a do-it-yourself kit all his
house and converted them in- own."
to medical offices.
The main social problem is
the
fact that girls are two
purchased
University
Seattle
the main house for a men's years aheadof boys, emotionalresidence hall in 1946. When ly, psychologically, and intelXavier Hall, present metis' lectually.
Fr. Sauvain said, "This fact
dorm was built in 1955, McHugh was converted into a is the hidden X in the equation
of boy plus girl."
women's dorm.
When considering the probTHE ROOMS have been re- lem of steady dating it is immodeled, the central staircase portant to remember that a
was closed off and replaced by good date at age 18 will not
a closed stairway. There are necessarily make a good mate
numerous fireplaces, but many at age 24. Therefore, it is bethave been boarded up.
ter to stay in circulation while
Even though rows of cosmet- one has the opportunity.
ics line the mantles andmodern
ONCE A STUDENT has
bunk beds have replaced the
trundles, McHughHall stillhas gaineda proper set of attitudes
the air of a once-great man- he will be on"his way to a welladjusted college career.
sion.
Holy Names Academy,Seattle
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Baseball Today:

S.U. Hosts U.W.

By RICHARD HOUSER
ODea High School
Seattle University reopens
its baseball rivalry with its
crosstown rival the University
of Washington, at 2:30 p.m.
today at Broadway Playfield.
Thus far, neither team has
played many games, Seattle
University has played two,
winning both. The Huskies
have played only one game,
which they won.
This game will mark the
first of four meetings this year.
Because this is the only time
that these two schools meet
on a varsity level, both teams
are up for the game.
Washington was hurt by
graduation. Coach Carmen
Mauro lost his entire infield
and most of the o v t fiel d
Though last year's frosh team
was exceptionally good, he is
having trouble filling empty

.

spots.

MAURO SO FAR has no set

lineup, because of shifting of

players. Four positions seem
to be filled: first base, Fred
Hilpert, senior; shortstop,
Uyehara; catcher, Stewart
Thompson, sophomore, and
senior Casey Thompson, pitcher, who is Washington's ace.
Stewart is Casey's brother.
Last year's Huskies had a fair
season, placing fourth in the
Northwest Division.
TheChieftains feel they have
their best team in 15 years.
The majority of the squad is

S.U. Fans
Enthusiastic
By DICK KOENIO
St.Boniface, Sublimity, Ore.
Webster defines spirit as:
"intense courage, vigor, and
enthusiastic loyalty."
A sampling of 15 S.U. students indicates that its basketball followers agree with this
definition. As one student said,
"If you were to watch the fans
instead of the players, you
Would know exactly what is
going on in the game."
When S.U. obtains the lead
in a close basketball game, the
fans receive the winning feeling and go into a routine of
yelling, screaming and clapping, which results in a general uproar.. One S.U. student
remarked, "When we go ahead
in a close game Ihardly can
hear myself think."

IF THE OPPONENT takes
a short lead during a home
game, S.U. fans lose as much
energy as the players do in
trying to regain the lead. If
the opponent soars ahead, silence and the losing feeling
set in among the fans.
FRANK KEENAN
In many fast-moving basketmade up of veterans. Last ball games, a player is someyear's Chieftains had a 20 and times injured.Fans at S.U. are
8 record. This year they hope greatly interested when such
to improve it. Probable battery an accident occurs. Silence pretoday is Frank Keenan, pitcher vails until it is establishedthat
the player is all right.
and Steve Wandzilak, catcher.
S.U. basketball fans reveal
Both teams have been handicapped by the weather this sea- complete confidence in their
team. The Chieftain cheering
son. The Huskies have been section
has the same spirit that
Edmundpractice
forced to
in
across
son Pavilion, and the Chiefs exists in many colleges
have had to practice in their the nation. This intense courage, vigor and enthusiastic loygymnasium.
alty is of primary importance
in making college basketball
the success it is today.

Promising Ballplayer
Golfers
To Finish Education S.U.
Top Gonzaga
By ROBERT DAWDY

Yakima Central Catholic

Steve Wandzilak exchanged the bright lights of New
York for the ever-moist Seattle.
Through the efforts of his

father and uncles, Steve first
was introduced to baseball.
He played for Archbishop
Malloy High and St. Anthanasius, a New York sandlot team.
It was whileSteve was playing
for St. Anthanasius that the
team went to the sandlot tournament in Johnstown, Perm. In
this tournament, his team placed third and Steve's talent was
recognized. After the tournament, Steve was awarded a
scholarship to S.U.
LAST YEAR, as a sophomore, Steve won the batting
crown with a .429 average. His
regular position is catcher, but
this year he has been alternating this position with right
field.

STEVE MENTIONED that

he had received offers to play
professionalbaseball from Cincinnati and San Francisco.
However, he refused these offers because college came first,
first.
He also remarked that he
thought the team had very
good chances for the coming
year,and that perhaps this was
the best team in 15 years.
In college, Steve is majoring
in physical education and plans
either to teach or play professional baseball after graduation.
ACCORDING TO Steve, his
most exciting experience was
playing in the JohnstownTournament, especially in one night
game before 25,000 fans.

PI Scribe Relates S. U. History:

Recall Highlights
Rv KARL LANE. Seattle Prep

Undoubtedly, the sport which has made S.U. famous,
seasons, postis basketball. Since World War 11, winning
become a
have
season tournaments and All-Americans
habit with the Chieftains
Nationad A.A.U. tournaFor the story on basketball the
in Denver in the 1948-49
ment
writer
decade,
the
of the past
This same success was
season.
interviewed Boyd Smith, Seat- also matched while on the vartle Post Intelligencer sports sity.
writer, who covers S.U. basThey led the team to the Allketball. He pointed out that Catholic Tournament in 1950since 1949, S.U. hasn't missed -51 and the NationalInvitationa major tournament except for al at New York in 1950-52. In
a two-year probation in 1960- that year, Johnny was selected

-

-61.
The beginning of the Chieftains' success can be traced to
1948. In that year the Chiefs'
rookie coach, Al Brightman,
recruited a talented pair
— of
twins from New Jersey Johnny and Eddie O'Brien. These
O'Briens led the Papooses to

Ail-American. He led the team
to the NCAA Tournament in
'52-43 and repeated as an AilAmerican. In the '52-53 tournament, Seattle met Washington in a "dream game" and was
soundly beaten by the Huskies.
This ended the successful career of the O'Brien twins.
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Seattle Prep
Spokane, April 6. (Special) ■
Despite driving rains and 40-mile-per-hour winds, S.U. golfers defeated Gonzaga, 12-8, at
the first match of the season
for both teams, yesterday.
Doug Clark of S.U. won
medal honors with a par 70.
Denneny and Coles of Gonzaga
took their team's high honors
with 4-over-par 74's. Individual scoring
— went as follows:
Gonzaga Rosen, 1%; Cazzet1/> ; Irwin, 0;
to, 0; Denneny, 11,/>;I ,
Fosseen, 21/ <>, and Coles. I\[>.
—
Seattle U. Kinkade, VA)
Storey, 3; Shanley, 1%; Clark,
3; Carlozzi, ]/>, and Galbraith,

MacDonald To Hurl

Stew MacDonald, one-year

graduate of Seattle's Roosevelt
High, is a likely starting mound

choice when Seattle opens the
P.C.L. season at home against
Vancouver, Apr. 17. MacDonald made his Triple 'A' dobut
last season with a five-hit shutout over Vancouver.

Student Prints photo by Georr/e Welter
MAPLEWOOD MYSTERY: Members of St. Boniface
High's junior and senior class look desperately for a lost
contact lens in inter-class game played recently in Sublimity, Ore. Connie Minden (kneeling, far right) is the
victim of the missing eyepiece.

Pins Fly, Sails Rise
In S.U. Minor Sports

By STEVE KIRSCH and DAVE SCHREINER
St. Boniface, Sublimity, Ore., and Serra, Salem, Ore.
Sailing and bowling at S.U. are far from being

"minor" sports.
Many athletic-minded students at S.U. are participants in these fascinating sports.
S.U.s Yacht Club is a mem-

ber of the Northwest Interlegiate Yacht Racing Association which includes four other
schools: University of Western
Washington, University of
Washington, University of
British Columbia and University of Puget Sound.
The activities of the club include regattas and weekend
outings. The club is equipped
with six racing dinghies, each
of which is manned by a crew
of two.
For future activities, the club
plans to take up water skiing
and hopes to close the season
with a picnic-fun day at Tacoma.
THE BOWLING club is the
second of these two minor
sports.

It is composed of 60 to 80
members, including 15 to 20

faculty members. The six student players with the highest
averages enter into intercollegiate competition.
This year S.U. took third
place in the doubles matches.
Mark Hanses, secretary of the
bowling league, with a 193 average, has been invited to national competition in the East.

Pups Seek 4th Title

Gonzaga Prep's baseball
squad will open defense of its
Spokane city title next week
when the season gets underway. Coach Bill Frazier's Bullpups have been city champions
lor the past three years.

Norris Trains
By JOE DAWSON
Blanchet,

Hopps Combines
Tennis, Marriage
BY CAROL STUBSON
St. Ann's, New Westminster
"Playing tennis is a great;
preliminary to marriage," former Wightman Cup captainf
Janet Hopps said yesterday.
"Tennis openeda wholevista
of traveland excitement which
has served to make me more
ready for marriage," stated
Janet. "I wouldn't change a
thing if Ihad to do it all over
again."
Janet's tennis career began
when she was 12. After practicing tennis from two to five
hours a day for several years,
sho reached the Wimbledon
tennis matches, which are re-/
garr'pd as the Olympic Games
of the tennis world.
During her career, she has
held four national titles, including her position as Wightman Cup captain. She has won
numerous other titles.
"I knew it was the sport for
me because of the great challenge it offered, but it all'
hasn't been a bed of roses. I.
was always unable to go to
such social activities as parties,
and formals because of tennis.
As a result, Imissed much of
the social agenda whichis part
of growingup."

Chiefs' Greats

Seattle
An athletic trainer is responsible for keeping the players in condition, and Claude Norris,
S.U. trainer, fills the bill.
A recent recipient of the Northwestern
Sportswriters' Sullivan Award, Norris has handled the Chieftain training since the school
officially became a university in 1948. He
worked with many of S.U.s sports greats, including Elgin Baylor, Charlie Brown and the
O'Brien twins.
Born in the Indian Terrritory, which since
has become the state of Oklahoma, near the
turn of the century, Norris moved to Seattle,
when he was six month old. He attendedBroadway High School, now the Edison Technical
School, and went on to Whitman College, where
he majored in economics.
After more than a decade in business, Norris entered a specialized medical school and

received a license as a physical therapist.
Norris was "active in all
WHILE IN school,
— football,
basketball, basefour major sports
—
ball and track and received several all-city
awards for his athletics.
Commenting on his approach to training
practices, Norris emphasized the fact that athletes, like other people, are individuals, and
that the secret of success as a trainer lies in
finding the approach which will be most effective in each case. He explained that his only
general rule is that athletes should not over
eat immediately before a game.
When asked about the event which stands
out in his mind concerning his years at S.U.,
Norris spoke of an S.U.-Gonzaga game in Spokane a few years ago. Only four S.U. players
had fewer than five fouls, and it was necessary
for the manager to suit up. One of the priests
from the Gonzaga rooting section came down
from the stands to assist the youth.
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Co-Ed Atmosphere
Favored by Students

Publishing Student Prints:

News, Noise, No-Doze Prevail

By CATHY ZACH
Mt. Angel Academy
Delegates from 24 northwestern high schools visited
the campus of Seattle University on April 6-7 to attend the
second NorthwestCatholic
High School Press Workshop.
Goal of the 141delegates was
to publish Student Prints, the
eight-page workshop paper,
within 24 hours.
"The general purpose of the
workshopis to helpmake Catholic students better communicators. The specific purpose is
to give them practical training
under stress, in the hope that
their own school papers may
be improved," Fr. Francis J.
Greene, S.J., adviser to S.U.s
Spectator and head of the jour— Seattle nalism department at the uniStudent Prints photo by Arlene Morgan, Holy Names Academy
versity told the delegates.
DISCUSSING THE PRO'S and con's of co-ed schools are
TIM KAUFMAN of Jesuit
(from left to right) interviewers Walt Novak of Jesuit High in Portland served as
High in Portland and Carol Wood of St. Mary's Academy

in Winlock and delegates Kurt Hutton of Jesuit High
and Janie Folk of St. Joseph Academy in Yakima.
BY JUDY GAFFKE

Mt. Angel Academy

Editor-in-chief for Student
Prints. Executive director Jan
Kelly;SpectatorEditor-in-chief
Jim Harnish; and other members of the staff assisted the
workshop delegates.
Milt Furness, Spectator editor for '60-'6l, now a reporter
for United Press, and Walli
Zimmerman Curtis, Spectator
editor for '59-'6O, who is now
employedby The Seattle Times,

servedas advisers.
Lori Mils, former Spectator
staff member, now inpublic re-

the high school newspapers
were evaluated to give the
schools suggestions for improvement of their papers.
The climax of the workshop
was the awards luncheon in the
Sorrento Hotel, Saturday after-

noon.
Certificates were presented
to individuals on the basis of

their work in specialized fields
and to editors for their contributions. Award-winners were
chosen by the college advisers
who voted for their choice in
each specified field of work.

lations at Seattle's Washington
Athletic Club, was also present
THE O'OONNELL award
to assist the students.
was given to the school with
STUDENTS WERE givenas- the highest percentage of insignments shortly after arrival dividual awards, and the Specand were confronted with an tator Shield to the delegation
early deadline. This competi- with the largest amount of
tion against time furthered the awards.
delegates' challenge.
The hardest-working deleOn Saturday morning, panel gates received "Never-30"
discussions were held in which awards.

Test Scores
Not Certain

Bible Reading Ruled
OK In Public Schools

necessarily significant of future ability. Some tests can
give a fairly close estimation
of future collegegrades, if accompanied by proper research.
An example of such a test is
the Pre College Differential
GuidanceDate Exam.
Because the quality of the
student remains the same from
year to year, Fr. Gaffney feels
that the grade prediction system uses test scores and high
school grades in the most beneficial way. Consequently, he
recommended that all tests be
taken the year of graduation
while knowledgeis fresh in the
mind of the student.
THESE TESTS, however,
still are not the basic criteria
on which to base a student's
ability to succed. Proper study
habits, motivation, and aspirationcan enable a student to increase his capacity for learning
beyond the predicted estima-

Boeing Company Creates
New Aero-Space Division

"What type of high school are youpresently attending?
ByNANCY ANTUSH
What type of high school would you prefer to attend?"
Courtesy of Associated Press
St. Leo's
BALTIMORE, Md., April 7.— (AP)— An appeal is planned
These questions constitute the survey taken at the Norththing
"There is no such
as a of a court
that reading from the Biblein Baltimorepubwest Catholic High School Press Workshop at S.U. April 1. perfect
test." With these words lic schools decision
April 7.
does not violatethe U.S.Constitution.
S.J.,
Louis
head
Gaffney,
Fr.
all-boys
OF 27 BOYS RECEIVING their education at an
The Maryland Court of Apschool, only 8 per cent indicated a desire to transfer to a co- of the S.U. testing and coun- peals, the state's highest court,
educational school. However, 44 per cent of the 49 girls inter- seling department pointed out said yesterdayin a 4-3 decision atheists and youngMurray was
that entrance exam results are that reading from the Bible
from the religious exviewed favored this change.
or excused
not proof of success or failure recitation of the Lord's Prayer
ercises at the request of his
The 45 co-educational students questioned voted unani- during
college.
mously to remainwhere they are.
classrooms does not violate mother.
Test scores are not easy to in
Explanations of these opinions were many and varied.
They contended, however,
provisions
of the Constitution
"It's so much easier to concentrate in an all-girls or all- interpret and are only approx- for separation of Church and the school board's provision
which
attempt
to State.
boys school," was a frequent comment. "Classes are more in- imations
for the exercises is an abridgeevaluate the student," stated
Kerpelman,
formal and teachers can be freer."
Leonard
J.
atment
of conscience under the
"BOYS TEND TO SHOW OFF in mixed classes," noted Father. He went on to explain torney for William J. Murray first amendment and deprives
girls,
they
give
than
a
basic
that
student's
one student. "And, since boys learn much slower
and Murray's mother, Mrs. him of equal treatment under
abilities and indication to the 111
they often hold back the whole group."
MadalynMurray,
said the de- the 14th amendment.
"At this particular age" one boy stated, "high school stu- area of study best suited to the cision would be appealed. The
They saidhis exclusion from
separate
developedin
schools.'
student.
dents' personalities can be better
boy is a ninth-grade student in the rest of the class has a
was,
"boys
COLLEGE BOARD Scholas- Baltimore.
One remark in favor of co-educational schools
harmful effect on his relations
and girls learn how to act more naturally around each other." tic Aptitude and American Colwith other students.
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Higher Grades Could Mean
Lower Auto Insurance Rates
By TIM CROWDER, ODea, Seattle and
MIKE WYMAN, Central Catholic, Yakima

The State Farm Auto Insurance Company has announced
will pay lower
that students with high scholastic achievement
auto insurance rates. According to Mr. H. C. Carr, the company
in
feels that students who have proved themselves responsible
school are likely to prove themselves responsible on the highway.

-

The high rates now being charged are necessary because
about one out of three male drivers under 25 has one accident
misa year. Good drivers now must pay for the poor drivers'
take's. Under the new policy, the good student will be paying 20
per cent less than the current rate.
CERTIFIED PROOF that the person has maintained at
least a "B" average or is in the top 20 per cent of his class is
required by the company before the premium is lowered. An additional ten per cent discount is also offered to graduates of a
driver training school.
Carr said that although the company would receive less
money in premiums, the amount saved in accident coverage,
along with the fact that more students will be urged to buy
tion.
insurance, wouldmake up for this.

Fair Creates Jobs:

C-21 Hires College Students
By KATHY McMAHON

Serra

High School, Salem, Ore.

and RAY HELSLEY
High School, Seattle
Jobs for Seattle high school students won t
be such a problem this year as in the past.
Century 21 is hiring college students or
graduates so that positions outside the fairgrounds, which would otherwise be filled by
these college personnel, will be availabe to the
high school students.
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PERSONS APPLYING for these positions
should bear in mind certain points.
Of primary importance is the question of
who is preferred for these jobs. Mr. Don Willis
of S.U.s student placement bureau says that
the first impression is a critical point in em-

ployment placement.
A presentable, well-mannered applicant
with the right attitude has a definite advantage.

A CONSCIENTIOUS person, able to convey
his ideas and inquire about the job intelligently, will be given first consideration.
Mr. Willis also brought up the advantages
of being available at the time required and
knowing your capabilities and desires.
MR. WILLIS does not advise anyone, particularly freshmen, to take a job during college which requires more than four hours per
day, since the quality of a student's school
work is affected by his extra-curricular activities.
Mr. Willis feels that a job is helpful in forwarding careers. Though the job may have
nothing directly to do with his planned career,
it is a maturing process for the worker. He
learns how to handle his money, budget his
time, and be responsible.
THE STUDENT who needs part-time work
to finance his education and who is willing to
work conscientiously can find many opportunities through such student placement bureaus.

BY THOMAS KRAMER
YakimaCentral High School
The evolution of a new Areo-Space Division at the
Boeing Company in Seattle has been a great asset to the
space age
Aero-Space concerns itself
with research of long-range
and space vehicles. This division, formed in August of 1959,
is considered the most capable
single organization in this
country for the exploitationof
the space age.
In October, 1958, Boeing received a government contract
for a Minuteman missile. The
first full-scale firing occurred
September 15, 1959. The Minuteman represented a tremendous advance in operational
cost effectiveness.
SINCE THAT TIME, Boeing
has received many government contracts. Mr. Gregg M.
Reynolds, of Aero-Space public relations, reported that
most of the other contracts are
withcommercialairlines for jet

aircraft.

"The basis on who receives
the contract," said Mr. Reynolds, "is not so much what
you've done in the past, but
your capability of projects in
the future."
To fulfill this requirement,
Boeing has a large research
program. To compete with the
constant need for research, for
instance, a new computer center is presently being erected.
About the most advanced
machines at the plant are the
numerically controlled equipment, such as a profile mill.

Courtesy of Boeing
BLAST OFF: Artist's conception shows the USAF's
Dyna-Soar boost-glide vehicle at the moment of
take-off.

hydrofoil watercraft was devel-

opedfor the Navy.
Mr. Reynolds said, "Research
programs are of a continuing

nature."
As some problems are solved,
BOEING HAS contracted
with both the Air Force and new ones arise. And new knowNavy. The Dyna-Soar, a boost- ledge is gained when there are
glide vehicle was the contribu- new problems to solve, he contion to the Air Force, and cluded.

